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1. INTRODUCTION

The web-design is all about communicating messages as clearly as can be to the chosen target group. I 
tried to keep this in mind the hole process while designing this stand alone website to a bakery. I tried to 
design a website that would be simple and the information would be easy to find but still be interesting 
and modern. 

The purpose was to create a web-site to launch a new product. It should be easy to navigate, it should 
contain only the necessary information and elements to keep it simple, the overall feeling with the pic-
tures, elements, colours and typography should be appealing  and support the message.  

1.1 Interpretation of the task

This assignment was to design a stand alone web-site for a bakery to launch their newest product. It had 
to contain at least four different pages but otherwise everything else was up to me to choose and decide - 
the logo, colours, elements, layout etc. The assignment building a website was giving us in two parts. This 
first part is about the front-end design - meaning how the web-site would look. There wasn’t any coding 
needed but it’s good to keep in your mind to be able to design a web-site that would actually work as well. 
The second part will be then the back-end design with the coding. 

1.2. Concept and target group

For the assignment I created a bakery that does cakes and sweets. Now they would like to launch a new 
product for their Bakery - cupcakes. Besides focusing to the cupcakes the bakery will launch a campaign 
as well. The idea is to market a concept where a busy parents with a good incomes could buy a package 
to the children’s birthday parties and make it a baking party.  A professional baker from the bakery will 
come with all the ingredients with her/him to make a baking birthday party where the kids will decorate 
and in the end eat the cupcakes. 
 
The imaginary bakery is focusing to use high quality ingredients. It has a clean, simple and fresh look for 
their brand in their shop as well as in packaging, website etc. They target a bit more wealthier clients that 
value home baked products but also a fresh look in the branding. They like to get nice looking products 
in a nice looking bags easily while driving home back from work. They don’t have too much time but 
they can spend a bit more to get it. 

So this self-stand product website would be targeted to busy, well earning parents and their children. 
It will have the same feeling as the Bakery brand already has: elegant, clean and simple but it also takes 
consider the children as a target group. It should appeal both age groups. That is done by using a bit more 
and a bit brighter colours in the website and little added details in the elements and good pictures. 

The website has the bakery logo but the feeling and look of the site should be targeted to the children 
aged between 4-10 years old both boys and girls. It’s not supposed to be a themed cupcake site - meaning 
spider men and princesses - but more a nice looking site with peaceful but colourful colours, clean look. 

2. MESSAGE AND ACHIEVED ACTION

The goal is to introduce the new product - cupcakes - to the clients and launch a full set of service with 
the cupcakes to the kids birthday parties. The package is to promote the cupcakes and add inspiration 
when to buy them (and increase the sales numbers) by offering the baking party package. 
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2.1. Layout and design

For the layout I wanted it to be easy to navigate and have the most important information available and 
easy to access. The design is modern and minimalistic but still the most important content is focused and 
lifted up.  

2.2. Typography

I wanted the typeface to support the image of the website, not too serious while the theme was kid’s 
birthday parties as well but not too childish while the main target group was still the parents. I also want-
ed fonts that functions well in the web. I ended up choosing two google webfonts. A sans serif font Gill 
Sans to the navigation bar and headings and a serif font Garamond to the body text. I wanted the body 
text to be serif so that the look would be soft but still the readability would be good. 

2.3 Colours

The colours are chosen to the sweet theme of cupcakes, birthday parties and kids. I have used combina-
tion of white, blue and a bit pink in this website. After this it’s also easy to launch another stand alone 
website with another colours but the similar layout in the design. 

2.4. Elements

The navigation bar up with the logo are consistent. The navigation bar has a hoover affect. The main con-
tent is placed in a frame with doted line in the bottom and up. In the front page there’s also a slideshow. 
Down in the footer is the links to Facebook and Twitter pages which ones have a hoover affect as well. In 
the contact page there’s a contact sheet where you can leave your order or send a message for the Bakery 
with a send button. 

3. RESEARCH AND WORK PROCESS

3.1. Research and analysis
I started the process by doing a research about webpages, bakeries, typographia, HTML, colours etc.

3.1.1. Other good websites

I searched different webpages to get the idea what are the trends and what are the things that makes a 
good website. What kind of functionalities, layout, fonts and colours I liked in the webpages. 
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3.1.2. Other bakery websites

I also made a research what kind of websites the bakeries have. I picked randomly though a google and 
bing search engines (while google doesn’t working most of the times) and I looked the ones I knew in 
Finland and liked the feeling, concept and brand of the bakery. For example Kakkukalleria and Kakku 
Keisari. I also found out that some of the especially smaller bakery’s websites were still quite old fashion 
and made with a low budget or themselves with not too much of a knowledge how to do a website or 
just didn’t care the look. But in those sites the information was still easy to find and navigate. I wanted to 
keep that in mind while designing my bakery website. 

Most of the bakery websites that I liked were simple, clean with the look what made them modern and 
had good quality pictures of the products. Some had too much information and happening in the front 
page for my opinion but the feeling was calm and it gave a picture of a professional bakery. I liked the 
ones that had the product right in the front page so that’s it’s not unclear what is it about. The navigation 
bars were usually horizontally on the top or both on the top and the second menu on the left side.  

I wanted to have a simple, clear and professional feeling to this bakery product website. So that all its 
customers know that this Bakery will deliver what is promised and the customer will get a high quality 
service and products. 

3.1.2. Children’s websites
 
There’s a large variety of different kind of children’s websites but I was surprised that most of them were 
quite dark colours like Hasbro . Toys “R” us was also quite plain and simple with their design but it was 
clear and easy to navigate and it still had the feeling that it’s meant for the children. Fisher Price was 
similar to Toys “R” Us.   But all of these websites also had a lot of activities and information. Usually the 
search button is the one that has been lifted up or highlighted but in my case it should be easy access to 
the information, easy navigation and the new product. 

3.1.3 Typefaces 

From this website Designshack - 10 Great Google Font Combinations you can copy I got some good tips 
where to focus when choosing the font but I didn’t like any of the paired fonts they recommended. It’s 

http://www.kakkugalleria.com/wp/category/leivokset/
http://www.keisari.com/fi/
http://www.keisari.com/fi/
http://www.hasbro.com/en-us/toys-games
http://fisher-price.mattel.com/shop
https://designshack.net/articles/css/10-great-google-font-combinations-you-can-copy/
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good to use font families, look for contrast when choosing two fonts and keep it simple. Choose just two 
or max three different fonts. 

“Serif typefaces are a fantastic functional choice. They can be easier to read than their sans serif coun-
terparts (both on screen, thanks to improved visibility, and in print), and they often convey a sense of 
traditionalism or classic style appeal”(Dtelepathy). That’s what I wanted for the body text. 

I continued my research for the typaface and found out what designers say about the different web fonts. 
Frutiger is temporal, balanced and natural. Futura, an elegance, simplicity, looks good almost 
everywhere. Didot: elegance and personality.Museo Slab – a recent discovery. League Gothic – a bet-
ter impact. Courier – another elegant font. Gills Sans, Open Sans and Helvetica are always 
good options too. (Web Design, Tomas Laurinavicius) I went though a lot of options and tried quite a few 
for both the navigation bar and for headings.. 

I ended up liking a sans serif font in the navigation bar. It would give a simple and elegant look but want-
ed to have a serif with it for the body text while I think it will soften the look a bit. A Design agency in 
UK Stepto & Son are representing 10 Dazzling web font combinations in their website and I found that 
reading it simplified my decission making a lot. There’s a lot of suggestions but these combinations kept 
it simple and I think focused in basics. So I chose a sans serif font Gill Sans to the navigation bar and 
paired it up with a serif font Garamond. I like that the fonts give the side personality but are still keeping 
the look modern and simple.  

3.1.4 Design 

The target group was busy, well earning parent’s and the theme was cupcakes and birthday parties for 
kids. With combination of pink, white and blue I created the suitable atmosphere for the website. I kept 
it simple and appealing to both the parents and children. With the layout of the first page, the parent’s 
can easily navigate through it and reach the information. The website has four pages: the front page, the 
product page, the campaign and the contact page. 

3.1.5 Sitemap:

3.1.6. Briefing form

There’s ten question that the client - Bake & Cake Bakery - had to answer before stepping in to the design 
process. The answers for the briefing form can be found from my blogsite. https://viinikanoja.wordpress.
com/2017/05/04/ma-05-web-design-concept-and-target-group/

Front/Index page
index.html

Campaign page
campaign.html

Contact page
contact.html

Product page 
product.html

http://www.dtelepathy.com/blog/design/21-stunning-serif-fonts-websites
http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/top-10-fonts-designers-love/
http://www.steptoandson.co.uk/services/10-great-web-font-combinations/
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3.1.7 Mind map: 

After the search I started this website process by thinking how this bakery could stand out. What kind 
of bakery it would be? Where would it focus (healhty, gluten free or some kind of occasion) and what 
would be the product? And I put some ideas to the paper.

I chose cupcakes as the product. I know there’s a lot of bakeries that do cupcakes but there’s a lot that do 
bread or cookies as well and I wanted to play a bit with the colours this time. I combined the cupcakes 
with the occasion which would be birthday parties for children. I know a lot of families that would use 
this kind of service and I know couple of persons that have started their own small bakeries just recently.
I continued the process by doing the mind map and deepen the ideas how the design should be, what 
pages, target group, design, etc. 

And I continued to sketch a bit what pages I wanted and the content they would have. 

3.1.6. Moodboard
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The moodboard contains ideas for the colours, elements, structure for the website, photo ideas etc. 

3.2. Idea development and sketching

3.2.1. Logo

I actually started the process right after receiving the assignment by designing a logo for the bakery. That 
time I didn’t have too much knowledge to begin the front end design yet. I know the logo wasn’t required 
but it seemed important at first to create the image for the bakery and a logo is a big part of it. And I got 
extra practise with Illustrator and Photoshop.  

B A K E R Y

Bake & Cake
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3.2.2. Website -  Hand made sketches (low end or compositional sketches) 

A good design needs always sketches and it’s better to sketch first by hand to the paper. I liked to keep in 
mind to design for different devices and that the design would be responsive but it’s not necessary for this 
assignment.   
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3.2.3. Wireframes /Digital Sketches (high end):

Before choosing the best design or wireframe to work with and go forward I liked to do some digital 
sketches as well. Expore a bit what are my options, different colours and fonts. I think this was a very 
important step to get to know more how this website could be designed. What would work the best. 

 
I really liked the design with a single photograph in the background but it was too serious for kids. I 
wanted the look to be suitable for adults but have something for kids as well. That’s why I made the 
choice to go with this design. I tried different programs to make the high end wireframes but didn’t like 
any of them. So the wireframes are done in InDesign and can be seen with the designed website pages. 

Here’s couple of versions that I didn’t end up using. A scroll over version and another front page. With 
the scroll over I don’t like that it’s jumping back and ford in the page.  
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3.2.4. Campaign page / Birthday parties

Because cupcakes are such “basic” product, I wanted to promote it them a bit differently. The customer 
can order either just the cupcakes and mix and match the bottom flavour with their choice of the top 
butter cream flavour or there’s an option at the moment that they can order a baking party for their chil-
dren and let the children decorate their own cupcakes. 

4. DESIGN CHOICES

4.1. Style/Genre

While the main target group was busy parents and their children I wanted to use a some colour for the 
website but still keep the look simple and elegant. I also wanted to focus details, by adding elements like 
doted lines to fresh the look a bit. The look is professional and my hope is that it gives more value to the 
business. I also hope that in the future the website would be easy to access using the smartphones by busy 
parents but that’s not the focus in this assignment. 
 
4.2. Layout/Grid/design

To keep the consistency in the design, I used a 14 column grid in the background. The first picture here 
under is still 12 column grid but it didn’t work out as well as 14 columns. The pictures are centred with 
the top navigation bar. 

4.3. Typography 

I wanted the typeface to support the image of the website, not too serious but not too childish either. I 
first tried couple of different webfonts - like Sweetness - but in the end wanted to go safe and choose one 
of the google fonts. It’s suggested in many places for example in Designshack. They also mentioned that 
it’s ok to look suggestions. So after searching awhile a found a site that I really liked which paired differ-
ent google fonts, I tried three of them and ended up to choose Garamond and Gill Sans. 

I really liked Gill Sans (or Open Sans was my another option) for the navigation bar so that was chosen 
first. Then I looked a good match with it and choose to have Garamond. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyz

https://designshack.net/articles/typography/7-tips-for-choosing-the-best-web-font-for-your-design/
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4.4. Colours

The colour combination for this bakery website came from the research of other bakery webpages and 
birthday parties. I wanted to add some pink and light blue but in an elegant way that it wouldn’t be too 
bride. I wanted the look to be suitable for kids but as mentioned before it had to be suitable for adults as 
well. I found couple of pictures that I really liked - the atmosphere and the colours combinations. The 
colours are based on these pictures and modified after in Adobe Color. 

The colours are one important thing to affect your website’s usability. For this bakery website the color 
theme was created from a inspiration pictures. I tried different color webpages that was suggested in a 
Creativeblog to create the color palet but ended up having quite a bit difficulties. The Colorhunter didn’t 
find the right colors and was mixing and matching funny the patterns and colors. In the end I ended up 
using the Adobe colour which was already familiar beforehand and easy to use. 

I wanted the colours to give energy and inspiration but still be in balance and have a harmony. It should 
fit the age group, the atmosphere of the bakery and a birthday party. I created a mindset of a baking party 
and ended up using a few highly saturated colours combined with desaturated ones. All quite bright. 

4.5. Photography

The photos were taking inside, in a home studio lightning. Afterwards the photos were opened in Cam-
era Raw to adjust the brightness and cropped and edited if needed in Photoshop CC. The pictures were 
optimized for web and in one of the pictures the colour of the flags in the background of the picture were 
changed to match a bit better with the rest of the colours.  

4.6. Elements

With a simple dotted lines and coloured frames, I wanted to give the site the wanted feeling but still keep 
it simple and not add too much. The front page has a slide show with pictures. After getting the feedback 
from the tutor in the forum, I added some text to the pictures as well. I knew it was lacking something 
and I was noticing that the front page wasn’t lifting the product up enough. Now I think it gets to the 
point right away and represents the product and the campaign better straight from the beginning of the 
website. 

http://www.creativebloq.com/colour/tools-colour-schemes-12121430
http://www.colorhunter.com/
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The contact page has an contact/order sheet. In the footer can be found the links to the Facebook and 
Twitter. The company logo is always on the left side upper corner where it can been seen the first thing 
when entering the website. The top navigation bar has a hoover affect and it’s show/hide navigation. 

4.7. Information

Especially when there’s not too much content in the website, it’s important to concentrate that the con-
tent is relevant. That the people find the important and right information fast and logically. That it what I 
was trying to concentrate in this website. 

4.8. Navigation

While this is an independent marketing site for a bakery and their new product, I spend time to think 
the right headings for the main menu bar. What would people relate to? What’s easy to quickly read and 
understand what’s the meaning of the site and where to navigate. I changed the product to cupcakes 
while there is no other products promoted here. I decided to keep the contacts as contact and not chang-
ing it to order. While when it’s a new products the customers could have just general questions as well 
about the product. If it would be only for selling purpose I think I would have changed it to ORDER. So 
the main menu navigation bar has four headings: Home, Cupcakes, Birthdays and Contact.  

I also chose to have Birthdays as one of the headings in the navigation bar instead of Baking party (too 
long), party (this is focused to kids birthday parties) or campaign (it doesn’t give enough information) 
while it gets people curious and gives enough information what’s under it.  

The navigation is simple, logical and easy to use. 

5. FINAL THOUGHTS AND SELF EVALUATION

While looking at the process I went though and the end result, the final front end design for the Bakery 
website, I think I managed quite well. There’s a good focus to the product, the product is promoted with 
a campaign, it has good pictures and good over all feeling that is suitable for the target group. It has the 
consistency in the typography and the layout. 

I couldn’t do the site totally step by step, meaning that after the mindmap the high end wireframe and 
then just add the colour, text and pictures. I wanted to spend more time with the design and explore a bit 
more with design to get the best result. In the future I’m probably more cabable to do that. 

It was hard in a moments to think would this work in a website and what’s possible to do with my basic 
skills but I was still confident that it will work out and did some more search to see how difficult it would 
be. I really like that the web pages are responsive but I also realize my limitations at this point so will see 
that in the future and I keep learning step by step. I’m looking forward to get my hand to the coding. I’m 
sure it will be hard and frustrating sometimes but fun and education as well. Nice to see can I get the 
page working or not. Hope my imaginary client can be happy! 
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